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Scorch your tastebuds with these spicy Slots
Our Friends · Tuesday, March 23rd, 2021

If you fancy yourself as a lover of spice, then you’ll be happy to know that you can get your next
tantalising fix with a selection of spicy Slots at some of your favourite casino sites. Any avid slot
fan will know that there are hundreds and thousands of different themes out there, and it can
sometimes be hard to narrow down your favourites. But that’s where we come in – so sit back, load
up this page: https://games.paddypower.com/c/slots and read to on find out more about some of the
best in thrilling, exciting and, above all else, spicy Slots.
Extra Chilli
Whet your tastebuds with this tasty slot, with gameplay starting from as little as 0.10 credits and
with up to 117,649 ways to win on offer during the base game. The reels are set within a busy
Mexican marketplace, adding to the high-speed nature of the game. Once you trigger your first
spin, you’ll have the chance to win a maximum of 20,000x your first bet, adding a little extra spice
to your bankroll.
The symbols in this game only add to the atmosphere, containing colourful figures and standard
slot icons. The lower value symbols in this game are represented by playing cards ranging from
nine through to the Ace. Next, you’ll be looking out for shiny chillis, coming in a host of colours
such as purple, green and red. The wild symbol in this game will come in the form of a burst of
fireworks, similar to those that will dance across your tongue when you eat your chilli-infused
favourites. The fireworks act as the trigger icon for the bonus games within the slot, leading onto
even more multipliers and wins.
Red Hot Tamales
Still hungry for more? Well, why not take this three-reel, retro-inspired slot for a spin and get
another taste of that irresistible Mexican flavour. Once you’ve placed the minimum bet in this
game, you’ll get the reels spinning and roll in a whole host of tasty symbols.
To bag a range of wins in this game you’ll need to roll in a combination of the following base
game symbols. A red hot 7 symbol alongside a tamale will be worth up to 100x your first bet,
whilst a collection of the standalone yellow 7 icon dishes out 60x your wager. Roll in three or more
of the green 7 symbol and you’ll be in with a chance to bag up to 30x your bet, whereas the three
BAR combo symbols have the potential to pay out up to 24x. Find the double BAR symbols and
20x will be coming your way, with 16x your bet on offer for three of the single BAR icons. Going
back to the colourful 7s – a mixture of yellow, red and green 7s will pay out 10x. Similarly, a
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combination of the different BAR symbols will lead you to earning 6x your chosen line bet.
There are a total of 27 paylines to benefit from in this game, and although there are no scatters or
free spins, the wild will still be on hand to boost your spins, represented by red hot flames and the
potential to pay out a maximum of 200x your line bet, as well as bringing forward even more
winning combinations.
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